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ur masterly puzzleman Ian Williams has
selected an outstanding range of puzzles
and a quiz to keep you fully occupied during
March. Ian has chosen a Half 'n Half by Leprechaun
who we welcome warmly and we appreciate
challenging cryptics by Jesso and Nigrum Cattus.
We are pleased to publish Manveru with the everpopular AJ and in Slot 5, we publish a marvellous
cryptic puzzle by Pentangle. In Slot 6, the popular
Zinzan tests all solvers with a brilliant cryptic and
in Slot 7 we publish an engrossing and stimulating
cryptic by Buzzer. And there is a Quiz for your
delectation by St Jude.
Gridatorial item
A milestone this month. One hundred entries via
ACCOLADE. However, a couple of members have
fallen foul of some unexpected quirks of the system
this month. Cookies may vanish in the event of an
upgrade to the operating system or a power failure
or if the machine is switched off, with the effect that
your completed grid may not be waiting for you when
you next visit the page. Also, stored information
such as email addresses on the Submit form may
become corrupted. However, apart from these
system related issues the on line adjudication and
submission functions are working well. The Club
owes a great debt to the late lamented Roy Low for
his energy and effort in developing the system for us.
We are delighted to welcome Ian Thompson
(Flowerman) as a Slots 1-5 Adjudicator. Sincere
thanks Ian for your most gratifying and
refreshing appearance and thank you for your
adjudication.
—Patrick

A

dwindling number of mail entries again this month. It seems that with 100
supporters the convenience offered by ACCOLADE represents the favoured
means of entry for our members. For the adjudicator it means less interaction
with the membership, although the regular card (thank you Robyn) and personal
thanks helps to maintain some of the contact that I’ve enjoyed over the years.
Slot 1: Zinzan’s variation on the normal slot 1 puzzle was well received and
represented a good test of general knowledge, as well as crossword expertise in
finding many clues to express 2020. A few typos spoiled some entries, the only
recurring error being “besets” for BESOTS.
Slot 2: The barred format was popular and the high standard of the clues was
mentioned favourably in this offering by Zythum. Again, only one clue gave
significant problems where “rekeeling” was offered for REHEELING, missing the
reference to the cobbler’s craft given by “wedge”.
Slot 3: This polished, themed puzzle by Valkyrie was widely praised. “Stains”
was submitted for STRIPS by a small number who missed the engineering
significance of damage to (screw) threads but the main issue in this puzzle
was in COMPLEMENTARY. Had the homophone indicator been located in the
middle of the clue it could have given a justification for either answer, but a very
clear definition “60 and 30 degree angles are …”, and the “favourable” giving
“complimentary”, followed by the homophone indicator leaves no doubt as to the
intended answer. Unfortunately the fact that the E was unchecked didn’t help to
resolve the confusion.
Slot 4: KA’s tricky AJ with ten each of six- and eight- letter words presented
a significant challenge, although there were not too many errors other than
typos. The French spelling brought five undone and just two failed to identify the
anagram leading to the uncommon KITHED. Two members submitted ZEBECS
for the X-clue!
Slot 5: Most members continue to enjoy Gillian’s puzzles and there were few errors
in this one, notwithstanding the presence of a number of unfamiliar words. Spelling
mistakes for MIREPOIX and COELACANTH were the most common reason for loss
of dots: a quick check in the dictionary often pays dividends!
COTM
Nominations were received for clues in all slots this month but the clear winner
was a posthumous award for MIREPOIX for Betelgeuse, who never failed to educate
and challenge us.
—Kay Williams
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Prizewinner: February 2020 Slots 1-5: Maureen Blake, Congratulations!
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ACC MEMBERS RESULTS FOR February 2020 Slots 1-5 & January Slots 6 & 7
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Half 'n Half
by

Leprechaun

Prize
$75

Down

Across
1 Stays (6)

1 Change bet for financial incentive (8)

4 Purses (8)

2 Alter positions in backfield (9)

10 Deadlock (9)

3 Few errors hampered pitcher (4)

11 Step (5)

5 Forever young – or getting younger? (7)

12 Empty (4)

6 Hysterical winner overcome by drink (10)

13 Prevention (10)

7 Opposing, holy man withdrawing once more (5)

15 Honesty (7)

8 Hikers alarmed by scream (6)

16 Drink (6)

9 Rush job (6)

19 Sumptuous (2,4)

14 Rabbi departs soul retreat disturbed by daydreamer (5-5)

21 Lift up (7)

17 Decluttering session creates extra dimension? (5-4)

23 Approved (10)

18 Deposit posted including US currency (8)

25 Sandwich shop (4)

20 Dope is mixed with drug instalment (7)

27 Tribute (5)

21 'Fine venue' set up internally rough (6)

28 Agent (9)

22 Firstly, be advised not to ever repeat idle talk (6)

29 Saves (8)

24 Men get skin sores (5)

30 Fresh (6)

26 Dean headed up ecumenical liturgy at Vespers (4)
Slots 1-5: Ian Thompson, 12 Olive Street, Malvern East Vic 3145.
or by email: irt_botanist@hotmail.com
Closing mail date: Friday 27 March 2020.

|S|E|N|D|
|S|O|L|U|T|I|O|N|S|
|T|O|:

Slot 6: Andrew Patterson, 372 Great North Road, Abbotsford NSW 2046.
email: mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date: Thursday 9 April 2020.
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For Online entry, submission and adjudication of all puzzles via ACCOLADE
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Cryptic
by

Jesso

Prize
$75

Across
1 Sleep light, with food arranged around noon (4,2,3)
6 Offer without condition – in two (5)
9 Handy temperature at the end of the day (5)
10 Disregarding bell sound from a string? (9)
11 Naval officer leading railway volunteer force (8)
12 Talk about the continental holiday house (6)
14 A set of rules about one German analgesic (7)
15 Starting to save time with unrefined long item of
pastry (7)
17 Way opposed to the return of sloth (3)
18 Drummer allowed sweetheart to be full? (7)
20 Reaches around old city's place for pilgrims (7)
22 Much decorated senator loses head in confusion (6)
24 Modern centre girl the Maori is to honour (8)
27 Old king's actor brought back a drink with
bismuth (9)
28 Silk left in ditch (5)
29 Difficult question for one with an attitude (5)
30 Blast a politician of taste (9)

Down
1 New king in lodge is tall and thin (5)
2 Couturier with information – rising African perhaps (7)
3 Large right-back is found in service (9)
4 Hire purchase? Nay, in no degree! (5-5)
5 Destine the same honour (4)
6 Bloody foolhardy and bold (5)
7 Ruffled man, sick at heart (7)
8 The greatest numbers going without drug! (9)
13 Inquires about tales rewritten for instruments (10)
14 Freighter caught on old city with it (5,4)
16 Inexperienced about uranium, fail miserably after
beginning to outline a genus of trees (9)
19 Criticise a mother's hats (7)
21 First-class blood spilled in game (7)
23 Trustee without regret is straighter (5)
25 Try two ways to speak (5)
26 Spread out goanna's first tooth (4)

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• This month gave us something to tax the wits, enrich the vocabulary, and a little teasing uncertainty. A ciid mix! Max Roddick
• Thank you for my prize for last month's slot 4. Always a lovely surprise from this wonderful club.
Robyn Wimbush
• What a lovely surprise when a cheque from the ACC came in the mail .... I hadn't read the comments for Slot 6, so didn't know
I'd won the prize! Helped cheer me up, after losing our car to the Canberra hailstorm!
Nea Storey
• Fun crosswords.
Danuta Rosendorff
• So sorry to hear of Roy Lowe's death; condolences to his family. He will be missed by the club.
Joan Smith
• Many thanks for the prize for Jan slot 5. Christmas this year lasted more than 12 days!
Ron Carpenter
• Many thanks Patrick. And many thanks also for my slot 2 win. It was a delightful surprise. 	
Julie Crowe
• Happy New Year Patrick. Glad to see you are on deck again.
Lynn Jarman
• Thanks Patrick for the latest Crozworld. Had a quick recce and think I might be in trouble!!! Hope you and yours are well.		
			
Eileen O'Brien
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Cryptic
by

Nigrum
Cattus
Prize
$75

Across
8 Prisoner, sailor and academic seen together 		
in bars (8)
9 Allegorist gaoled. Shot a bunny! (6)
11 I pray to design shaped trees (7)
12 A collection that is for a young female follower of Isis
band (7)
13 Subject of the Goon show is about a verbal brush
concerning the church (14)
14 Said to have rung the bell (4)
15 One with a belief in God of raging tides (5)
17 Church recess collapsed internally (4)
22 Judge and pantheist both stirred by itinerant old
preacher (4,3,7)
26 Blunt Republican in charge of weapon support (7)
27 Macabre sailor replaced by Royal Navy reformed,
but he died from burns (7)
28 A prophet, he returned, having got out of jail free! (6)

3 Outside broadcasts about former devotees of
monastic life (7)
4 Paper reeds intrinsically develop a pyriform 		
shape (6)
5 A thousand and fifty five vowels arranged in
extolling speeches (7)
6 Setter's drugs came without notes. That's rather
short sighted! (6)
7 Another angle on 'The Guardian" perhaps (5)
10 Passes leg rests, but sides are detached (6)
16 The European Commission is involved with this
system of morals (6)
18 Solid with unequal extremities, gentleman rose in
the afternoon, his old self (8)
19 Blackmailed former journalist about injury (8)
20 Coax the specialist to note appropriate
technology (7)
21 The states hold power, West Australia leads the way.
It's a rising state (7)

29 Contemporary preacher politician's forte' 'The first
plague of Egypt' (4,4)

23 Slick outfit has got to the boring stage (3,3)

Down

25 Priest unknown in convent (5)

1 A crew on 'Thailand' retained, nevertheless it can
absorb the tension (8)

24 Two cornered, expressed surprise when put in jail
(6)

2 It's hot and steamy at the local. Get right 		
in there! (8)
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AJ
by

Manveru
Prize
$75

Solutions begin with the given
letter. Place them in the grid,
jigsaw-wise, where they fit.

A ABC series portraying a range of characters (8)

O Manage the reactors following meltdown (11)

B Turkish governor smuggling art forgery to Queen
is a turncoat (8)

P Flirtatiously, I plan date with her! (9)

C They create crosswords principally – simple or
cryptic? (9)
D Party on the high sea or a public park (6)
E Judge overiding rule in standing to deport (5)
F Fences redesigned to corral northern fox-like
animals (7)
G Shed tears graveside, distraught with the loss of a
son (7)
H Caliph, on our suggestion, is bestowed with
accolades (7)
I Agencies catastrophically ignoring Norway to
produce cooler times (3,4)
J Manoeuvre around a bay? (6)
K Company for which it's easy to keep one's nose
clean? (7)
L Shaped like a leaf or spherical with no tip (7)

Q Book a Republican to appear after question time
at Oval (6)
R Nettle rash in left eyelid principally (4)
S Second Letter to the Corinthians with modern
message for disunities of the church (7)
T Revolution with Columbia – a time for betrayer (8)
U Punch a stepchild? Some could see that as 		
immoral (8)
V Scarlet letter initially missing from a lot after
reverend returns (9)
W Healthy wife with depression sounds like 		
a problem (9)
X One residing at no. 54, periodically? (5)
Y They own macs at sea! (11)
Z A number lying between two different variables is
odd (4)

M Yarn from Reverend Spooner called 		
Floozie Filly (6)
N Beware vet online retrospectively claiming pigs
might fly (3,4)

GENERAL COMMENTS:

• It's always a great sense of achievement to complete all slots 1-5 but then WOW what a surprise to win the prize as
well. Thank you so much for my January slots 1-5 prize.
Hilary Cromer
• As compilers you all really challenge our grey matter every month and this issue was no exception. Thanks for all the
hard work.
Gabrielle Leeds
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Cryptic
by

Pentangle
Prize
$75

11 solutions are related and are
not otherwise defined. One of
these solutions is not included
in the normal references but
is listed in others, including
Lexico, the Oxford online
dictionary reference.
Across
1 Cats initially reduced by 50% (7)
5 About square with society (7)
9 Gold displayed in special effects (5)
10 Heard to make a harsh sound and ban cocaine from
dance (5,4)
11 Play soccer on a... (4,5)
12 ... consummate past performance (5)
13 Spheres or hollow balls (4)
15 Silent following a hurried flight from the east (8)
19 Soon shows lack of resistance during hoax (8)
20 Title is revealed in the advertisement (4)
23 Failed to attend Strine broadcast! (5)
25 Soil covering ends of the spiky bush (9)
27 Topless dance ruined satin (9)
28 Starts to turn up the tuning instruments 		
all together (5)
29 Went wearing the tops of some old swimming
trunks (7)
30 Run back to do grand opening (4,3)

2 Almost happy to admit bungled raid on group of
connected mines (9)
3 Trouble arising in one circular opening of the
haunch bone (5)
4 In summary, if 2000 is reduced by 50%, it's sweet (6)
5 Fine instruments ruined romances (8)
6 Head of operations beginning to take in curiously
renamed Irish football team (5,4)
7 Animal found in area between two US cities (5)
8 Accidental death after woman put weapon away (8)
14 Young man plotted about trading with Poland and
refused to take part in deals (9)
16 A French father capturing naked hunter is 		
fearless (9)
17 America cared about beginning to sell 		
old vehicles (4,4)
18 Disconcerting angst about rising damage puzzles (8)
21 Understands endless fear to go up and down (6)
22 Two fish doing nothing (6)
24 Benevolent creature is replacing head of orchid in
bouquet (5)
26 Edges away from tattered clothes in pub (5)

Down
1 Extract the essence in two short months (6)
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Cryptic
by

Zinzan
Prize
$75

Ten related words have
been ignored in the
wordplay of ten clues. All
other clues are normal.

Across

Down

8 Became fond of a little dog in a movie receiving
mediocre rating (4,2)
9 Those of the left-wing make his lobes explode (8)
10 Bowling offies around leg for example, dismissed by
brilliant cutter when in trouble (4,2,4)
11 Votes in entirety for dumping politician's bonus (4)

1 Fruit was still around a short time on the way back (8)
2 Power cut off, commonly hurls musical instruments (4)
3 Maybe wedge a card underneath mounted hawk? (4,4)
4 Ex-student is up against financial commitments
staring him in the face (7)

12 2-down time amid intention to disappear (2,4)

5 Fleet regularly dispatched after idea finally put 		
forward (6)

14 Quietly relieved, joked how income from investments
arrives (8)

6 Winner banks in a place of interest for one making a
packet maybe (10)

15 Give credit for case unravelling (7)

7 Pod of slippery fish surfacing? (6)

16 Entertaining ambition to imprison a Queen's
representative (7)
20 Pacific islander cooked tuna, accepting close to full
price (8)
23 Present all workers' representatives with a little
introduction (6)
24 Clearly outline by no means all net changes (4)
25 Another bizarre bird (10)
27 Shark swirled around consuming tench's guts (8)
28 So hard to pull out flowers (6)

Post
Solution
to:

|P|A|G|E| |8|

13 Military resources we admit China constructed (3,7)
17 Researchers say plants affected deficient in
phosphorus (8)
18 UK phases out restructures (5-3)
19 Catch veterans nervously returning sandwiches (7)
21 Affluent people of fashion consuming whisky after
flying (6)
22 Before the end of March, star unveiled to play regularly
in Wicked (6)
26 League in Canberra sports facility is getting worse (4)
Andrew Patterson,
372 Great North Road, Abbotsford NSW 2046.
email: mcandap@bigpond.net.au
Closing mail date: Thursday 9 April 2020.
[or submit via www.crosswordclub.org/accolade/]
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Before you could say 'Jack Robinson'?
A C C
R
Meaning: In a very short time; suddenly.
O Z
O Z
It would be pleasing to be able to point to
W
a historical figure called Robinson who was
N O T E S the source of this expression. Regrettably,
we can't. It could well be that there was an
R
actual Jack Robinson who was reputed to be
L
quick in some way, but, if that's the case,
D
any reliable record of him has disappeared.
It is just as likely that Jack Robinson was a mythical figure
and no more real than Jack Tar, Jack Frost or Jack the
Giant Killer.
It is known that the phrase was in circulation by the end of
the 18th century as Mme. Frances D'Arblay (Fanny Burney)
used it then in her romantic novel Evelina, or the history of
a young lady's entrance into the world in 1778:
"For the matter of that there," said the Captain, "you
must make him a soldier, before you can tell which is
lightest, head or heels. Howsomever, I'd lay ten pounds
to a shilling, I could whisk him so dexterously over into
the pool, that he should light plump upon his foretop
and turn round like a tetotum."
"Done!" cried Lord Merton; "I take your odds."
"Will you?" returned he; "why, then, 'fore George, I'd do
it as soon as say Jack Robinson."

M E M B E R
N E W S

Sir John Robinson was the Constable of the Tower of London
for several years from 1660 onward. Some have suggested
that he was the source of the phrase and have bequeathed
him a reputation for hastily chopping off people's heads.
There's no evidence to link the phrase with Sir John, or
that he was in any way unusually quick in dispatching
the Tower's inmates. That suggested derivation also fails
to account for the hundred year gap between Sir John
Robinson's career and the first appearance of the phrase
in print.
The lexicographer Francis Grose had the advantage of
working around the time that the phrase appears to have
been coined and he believed that the derivation related to
an actual person. Grose's 1811 edition of the Dictionary of
the Vulgar Tongue defines 'Jack Robinson' thus:
"Before one could say Jack Robinson; a saying to
express a very short time, originating from a very
volatile gentleman of that appellation, who would call
on his neighbours, and be gone before his name could
be announced."
The lack of any detail about Jack Robinson beyond being
a 'volatile gentleman' doesn't encourage any confidence in
that account.
We thank A Phrase a Week https://www.phrases.org.uk for
permission to reproduce this article.

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS FOR 2020:
L Coulton, E Duffy, P Heath, D Hemsley, K
Horadam, V Howard, J Leaver, R Milton, J
Mitchell, D Rosendorff, T Stenvei, B Tofoni
and B Webber.

DONATIONS TO THE 2020 PRIZE FUND ARE GRATEFULLY
ACKNOWLEDGED FROM:
Lynne Coulton, Phyl Heath, Don Hemsley, Valerie Howard, Robert
Milton, Judith Mitchell, Barbara Tofoni and Brenda Webber.
Sincere thanks to our generous members for their most big-hearted
and magnanimous donations to the ACC Prize Fund 2020.
________________________________________________________________
VALE MARGARET RAW
Cheryl Gleeson wrote to us as follows:
"I am writing to let you know that Margaret Raw passed away
yesterday (22 February 2020) after a short illness. She was 87
years old. Although Margaret had not been active in the Crossword
Club for some time, she retained her sharp mind and love of all
things ‘wordy’ until very recently. She was a dear lady and will be
sadly missed."
Margaret won a total of 15 prizes between June 1991 and October
2011. In January 2009 Margaret wrote in our Crozworld: "Have
had a horrible 2 months involving completely unexpected open
heart surgery, so it was the greatest surprise and pleasure to be
awarded a prize – a most useful dictionary – a few weeks ago.
Thank you very much."
Margaret will be sadly missed and we will enjoy a wonderful
memory about her and her brilliant achievement in the Australian
Crossword Club.
________________________________________________________________
VALE ENID THOMAS
Ken Davis wrote to us as follows:
"Enid Thomas long time member, until her failing facilities a few
years ago meant she could no longer complete the puzzles, passed
away on the 21/2/2020 at the age of 100."
Enid joined the ACC in 1994 and won six prizes between 1994
and 1998.

ACC

world

Explanations for February 2020 Slots 1 to 5 inc.
Slot 1 Zinzan. Cryptic clues. Across: 7 ----iam B----, 11
20/20 vision, 13 A.Hoy, 14 id es-, 19 ---ap t-------, 24 at las-,
25 (Orleans)*, 30 20+20, 38 D(---y)ad, 41 cd, 42 win 0, 43
postcode, 46 ------t his----, 47 Y,ear. Down: 2 (unloaded)*, 5
-aves Ta----, 8 ddef, 9 bes(OT)s, 12 (e,relativity)*, 23 recal- <,
26 am OK, 28 dd, 29 (to,rotate)*, 33 re Eugene O'Neill play,
36 (m)oral, 37 cd.
Slot 2 Zythum. Across: 1 (NO + R) in S E, 5 (up lungs)*, 10
(insert any)*, 11 lie< around ma, 12 DD (Eric Idle), 14 in + crib
in s e, 15 hidden word, 16 Hidden, 17 (Launderettes - are)*,
20 (th(e) + lie) in dear , 23 a + w + ry, 24 U + n + do, 26 (holy
vicar - o)*, 28 DD, 29 donna replacing n with o, 30 re + heeling
(wedge heel), 31 d(ivin)e + sires, 32 (E + Avon)<. Down: 1 nets<
+ (n u g)<, 2 NY + MPH (fishing fly), 3 DD, 4 lines* + t, 5 U +
N + "in stalls", 6 homoph "sigh key", 7 DD, 8 lob inside gule
(Scot), 9 (bu)sines(s), 12 PS + alter(ie)s , 13 ric + t inside rests,
18 now + her + e, 19 iron + Ag + E, 21 err around (c)ase, 22 ho
+ y + den, 23 (t)ac(o) + rid, 25 Anno D<, 27 p + o + lo.
Slot 3 Valkyrie. Across: 7 TREmBLE, 8 CON+ST+ANT,
9 V+IN+C+U+L+UM, 10 (RIPS+MS)*, 11 hidden, 12 From
'Add insult to injury', 13 (WHITE MEAT - WE)* in SCAM<,
18 T+AND+ME<, 20 NO(MINA)TE, 22 RE + (WIVEs)*, 23
(SEWER AND)*, 24 MASTER+LY, 25 IN+ homoph "cert". Down:
1 OR+BIT+ER, 2 ABS+C+I+ASS<, 3 RE+PLANe, 4 Pun, 5
Double, 6 (O+LAM<) in ANY, 8 Homoph "complimentary", 14
HO+ME+WORK, 15 dd, 16 LATER+A+L, 17 (THAT)* around
EAR, 19 DRIFTerS, 21 MASTICATE - (EAT)*.
Slot 4 KA. A a(uric)ula, B be+muse, C close(s)t, D dick+er+ed,
E (r)everted, F far+les, G ging+ko, H hat+reds, I hidden, J anag,
K anag, L l+aureate, M me+men+to, N neck+lac+e, O hidden<,
P (opt)* + sis, Q anag, R anag, S s(k)itters, T (rants)*+mit, U
anag, V va+gran+cy, W wal+ruses, X BEX<+e+cs, Y anag+ba,
Z zebra+par+(sakeret)*.
Slot 5 Betelgeuse. Across: 1 adMIRE + (XI + OP)<, 5 EG + G
+ NOG, 10 UN + homoph "due", 11 S + homoph "force" + A + N
+ DO, 12 (THERE)* + NESS, 13 B + LUFF, 14 hidden<, 15 (TO
CLEAN A)* in C H, 19 REPerTORY round (O + S + I), 20 SE in
UD, 22 IN + LET, 24 GI< in (IN STATE), 26 WAG + ON + SLIT,
27 T + EM + SE, 28 YO + RICK, 29 PROD round MISE. Down:
1 anag, 2 RA + DART + RAP, 3 homoph "prayed", 4 IS + USE*,
6 G(l)AZE + BACK, 7 AND in NU, 8 GOOF + F + THE + DEE +
homoph "penned", 9 CO + iNSULAR, 16 (U + (FIT + E)*) in OLD,
17 anag, 18 (OS + I)< + TONIC, 21 [old] VIC + TIMe, 23 L & R
round AGE, 25 (A STIR)*.
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February 1-2020: A Little Bit of Everything rides again! by
Zinzan (Andrew Patterson)
• WINO for COTM! But 13Dn needs "does", not "may do".		
		
Max Roddick
• This was a clever challenge.
Roy Taylor
• Great "normal" clues intersecting with the cryptic answers
to give a beginner a chance to solve the cryptics, learning as I
went.
Sue Reynolds
• A good mix, and an interesting Slot 1.
Betty Siegman
• Great puzzle. Got stuck on 23dn (LACER/LACES) & 32ac
(SCREEN OUT/SUSSED OUT), which misled me on COMETH,
but got there in the end.
James Leaver
• An enjoyable Slot 1.
Nea Storey
• Excellent start to the month.
Richard Skinner
• Enjoyed this year's clues.
Kathy Horadam
• Love these, keep them coming.
Ulla Axelsen
• Interesting clues and themes, and enjoyable to solve. 		
		
Ian Thompson
• Took a while to get going on this one but finally finished.
Favourite clues BESOTS and SLOT.
Joan Smith
• Very apt title.
Kath Harper
• I liked the 2020 clues and the Levi Strauss waltz!		
		
Tony Dobele
• Very clever cryptic clues.
Bev Cockburn
• There certainly were a lot of areas referred to!		
		
Robyn McKenzie
• Pretty tough for a Slot 1 puzzle.
Brian Tickle
• I was happy to have so many cross references of letters, e.g.
43ac, and repetition of APT is clever. However, I prefer the layout
of Slots 1 where clues are 'Half and Half'.
Lynn Jarman
• Liked SALERNO, WINO and AMOK.
Mike Potts
• Certainly a little bit of everything and fun interpretations of
2020.
Robyn Caine

February 2-2020: Cryptic by Zythum (Roger Douglas)
• This style of puzzle is always fun. Thank you.
Ann Millard
• Thank you Zythum! A fine lot of clues; liked ONUS and
PSALTERIES best.
Max Roddick
• Some clever clueing! I particularly like sines at 9dn. 		
		
Caroline Mackay-Sim
• PSYCHE was a nice homophone. PYTHON and STENGUN clues
still puzzle me [Eric Idle was one of the stars of Monty Python’s
Flying Circus – the cast were generally known as “Pythons” –
adj].
Kathy Horadam
• Barred cryptics are always good fun.
Ulla Axelsen
• I enjoy these puzzles, fav. clues AWRY and POLO. Joan Smith
• Loved PYTHON. Made me smile!
Bev Cockburn
• My favourite clue was the one for ACRID.
Brian Tickle
February 3-2020: By the Numbers by Valkyrie (Ulla Axelsen)
• Enjoyable themed puzzle.
Len Colgan
• Another enjoyable puzzle from Valkyrie. Thank you!		
		
Ann Millard
• Too many good ones to list. PRISMS evaded me for a long
time.
Max Roddick
• Found this very difficult, so have fingers crossed.Anne Simons
• Thought 5dn could be STAINS until I settled on STRIPS.
enjoyable puzzle. :)
James Leaver
• Loved it!
Judy Ferguson
• Enjoyed this clever puzzle. Particularly liked "anomaly". 		
		
Eileen O’Brien
• Nicely clued theme.
Richard Skinner
• Now I am back in Maths 1 leaving certificate 1965. Think I’d
rather be here! What an anomaly.
Jenny Madden
• An enjoyable theme for a mathematician! I would have likes a
more precise clue for 22ac.
Kathy Horadam
• Letters and numbers – great idea for a game show!		
		
Kath Harper
• I wonder how many COMPLIMENTARY submissions this will
receive? [twelve too many! – Adj]
Tony Dobele
• Thank you, Ulla. As always, concise and straight-forward cryptic
clues.
Bev Cockburn
• I liked the theme and enjoyed the clues for NOMINATE, STRIPS,
MASTIC and CONVERSE.
Brian Tickle
• I enjoyed the concept of Slot 3. However, I have doubts about
my answer to 5dn.
Lynn Jarman

|P|A|G|E| |1|0|
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• Lots of mathematical terms took me back to (long ago)
schooldays.
Robyn Caine
February 4-2020: AJ by KA (Karl Audrins)
• I found this really tough going. Twenty of the 26 solutions
contained 6 or 8 letters. Even after I had worked out 23 of the
answers, it took me forever to place them in the grid. I think I got
there in the end.
Brian Tickle
• Always a favourite!
Ann Millard
• Liked BEMUSE, VACANCY, and WALRUSES.
Max Roddick
• I look forward to doing the alphabet puzzle each month. Don't
always get it out and it keeps me busy for hours, but I love it
anyway!
Sally Shipway
• An awkward one with several obscure words like PTOSIS,
FARLES, OMASUM and KITHED if that’s correct. Would prefer
crosswords without Scottish words personally and sometimes
wonder where our AJs would be without the faithful xebecs!
		
Merv Collins
• Some new words to me. Needed a lot of inspiration with Q. 		
		
Anne Simons
• One of the occupational hazards of compiling an AZ is ending
up with a lot of obscure words – such as AURICULA, YORUBA,
KITHED, OMASUM, FARLES. The Q clue was a challenging
anagram!
Nea Storey
• My favourite type of puzzle a lot of fun and learning. 		
		
Jenny Madden
• A particularly challenging alphabetical this month. Good fun!
		
Caroline Mackay-Sim
• A1 AJ KA.
Richard Skinner
• AJs are always fun and expand my vocabulary – OMASUM,
FARLES and KITHED this time. Spelling for Z was a bit
frustrating!
Kathy Horadam
• Difficult grid to start but got easier with a few correct word
placements.
Ulla Axelsen
• My new favourite word is DICKERED! I usually have a party with
my Francophile friends on Bastille Day. Thank you for putting it
in your A-J.
Bev Cockburn
• Borders of the Slot: blank ?, blank ?, blank ?, blank ?. I detect
a pattern emerging. Does it have a name? It certainly made
placement of answers very difficult well into this Slot.
		
Lynn Jarman
• So pleased I got the Q and Z early, but it took a while to place
them. A challenging, enjoyable puzzle liked the clues for BEMUSE,
GINGKO and WALRUSES.
Joan Smith
• I always enjoy the AJ and this was no exception. I hope ZEBRA
PARAKEET is correct, it certainly fits the clue but I thought that
there was only one R.
Robyn Caine
February 5-2020: Cryptic by Betelgeuse (Gillian Champion)
• If I say "Now I'll temse some mirefoix." – will anyone understand
me? [my spell-checker didn’t! - Adj]
Max Roddick
• Ah, my favourite, Betelgeuse. But there was a bit of referring
to the dictionary for some very strange words!
Roy Taylor
• Caused several headaches, as usual!
Anne Simons
• Got stuck on 2dn, thinking SHEER DROP or SPEED (to move
quickly) TRAP (a style of music), which are also things that
motorists fear. Great clue. 28ac YORICK was fun. James Leaver
• Very challenging!
Judy Ferguson
• Gillian always manages to flummox me by her clever clues,
huge vocabulary and general knowledge.
Nea Storey
• So many words that were new to me.
Maureen Blake
• That was tough.
Ulla Axelsen
• Classic Betelgeuse!
Kath Harper
• At least 8 words in this I'd never heard of. Enjoyed solving it
though.
Tony Dobele
• Threeness! There was another choice!
Bev Cockburn
• Some tricky words here. I enjoyed Yorick.
Robyn McKenzie
• Some great clues and new words (eg TEMSE) but 7dn has
defeated me [NANDU – a rhea – Adj].
Kathy Horadam
• A rich collection of clues and answers. I had never heard of
miners' NYSTAGMUS.
Ian Thompson
• The plural of wagon-lit is wagons-lits, isn't it? [Chambers lists
either form – Adj]
Caroline Mackay-Sim
• Another of Gillian’s gems with her usual selection of obscure
words. I try to add them to my vocabulary, but my memory ain’t
what it used to be.
Robyn Caine
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January 6-2020. Associations by Flowerman (Ian Thompson)
Note that puzzles 6 and 7 for January are numbered differently
in CrOZworld and ACCOLADE – we have used the CrOZworld
numbering in these reports
Entries received 47, Correct 42, Success rate 89.4%.
Prizewinner: Bev Cockburn. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
Thanks, members for your comments. In some thematic puzzles
I have solved in recent years, changing letters has been required;
sometimes the solver needs to deduce which row or column and
which cells requires changes! Three members missed out on dots
as they did not change letters to form HEXAGON in ACCOLADE.
Otherwise there were only two errors, MISOGYNE and SAIDSO. It
isn’t completely clear from comments whether anyone determined
the theme prior to making the letter changes; well done if you
did. I was impressed by one solver identifying that there were
nine countries in the down clues. Having such a large number
was pure chance.

Explanations [words in square brackets thus [hexagon] indicate
the redundant words in the relevant clue]. – Across: 1 SAS + HAY,
5 (DANES)* around A1, 11 satiSfied + (SALTINE)*, 13 MOduLE,
14 I + cRONIES, 17 hw, 18 DEN I'M, 19 LEE(Police)S, 20 S +
LET< + A, 21 cOLDIE, 22 cRETE, 24 FAD + (SIGN)*, 26 (IN + GO)
in BS, 28 TU(doo)rNER'S , 31 ME< + PER + OR, 33 mERINo, 36
(PARTICULAR O)* - (PORTAL)*, 40 p...lOTTER, 41 SCEN(T/e),
42 W in (LA + NY), 43 MAL + T, 44 GOO + LIES, 45 EGoISt, 46
(YOGI'S MY N), 47 CR in SEE + CY, 48 Legate + YES around CE.
Down: 1 ST around AIDS [key], 2 STERN around NO<, 3 ATO
around AMIN<, 4 YELD around I, 6 (NATALIE)* around E, 7 Irish
+ (PO in SOD), 8 DO + "lead" [aspirin], 9 bELEM + I, 10 (EX +
L...E) in SSS, 12 A + NILE [comb], 13 (US + L) in MIN [football],
15 RET + RIM, 16 (SAFE) around A + RING, 23 (TOR pIECES)*
[basalt], 25 Homonym "green" [France], 26 BECOME + meetingS
[snow], 27 GETS around I'S [Saturn], 29 Cryptic def., 30 (WENT)*
+ IN + E, 32 RACE + Mauve + Emerald, 34 brITAin + LimY, 35
TRY + SecTS, 37 U + SAGE, 38 (ChaRLIE)*, 39 S + TOOL [nut].
Solvers’ Comments
• Enjoyed this very much. Interesting Saturn connection. Never
knew that.
Andrew Patterson
• While finding the nine superfluous words, I still did not predict
the theme. The complexity of compiling this puzzle surely overrides
the need for some strange words. Congratulations! Len Colgan
• A tough puzzle to solve and even tougher to find the seven letter
word. Even tougher to find some of the connections to the 9 down
clue words.
David Procter
• I had some time off work around Christmas so it was great to
have this challenge. At first I could see nothing common in the
extra words and it took a while to see the hexagonal theme. Happy
New Year.
Roy Taylor
• 9 extraneous words: key, aspirin, comb, football, basalt,
France, snow, Saturn, nut - 1: hex key = allen key, 8: aspirin's
structure includes a hexagonal (benzene) ring, 12: (honey)comb
is hexagonal, 13: old-fashioned footballs (soccerballs) included
20 hexagonal panels, 23: hexagonal basalt columns are found in
nature, 25: France is shaped like a hexagon, 26: snow structurally
has hexagonal symmetry, 27: Saturn has a hexagonal cloud
at its north pole, 39: nuts are hexagonal. Whew! Rob Moline
• HEXAGON is the associated word. A unique six-sided
challenge!
Michael Kennedy
• Found the nine words but had no idea what linked them. On
following directions and finding HEXAGON in the centre, I then
had to Google to see how a few of them were related. A great
challenge.
Ulla Axelsen
• Hexagon is the 7-letter theme word.
Julie Leigh
• The superfluous words must all be hexagons. Marian Procter
• Well, that was a workout!
Julie Crowe
• What a marathon this was!! Two heads were needed to complete
this, and HEXAGON was discovered but it took a while to associate
this with Saturn (sixth planet), and the other words. Honey COMB,
Allen KEY, SNOW flake, NUTS (for bolts) are all hexagonal. 		
Maureen Blake
		
• Well, we got the nine "extra" words but how on earth did they
have something in common? It took a fair bit of brain power to sort
that out but finally... Typical Flowerman mind bender. Brilliant.
Richard Skinner
		

|P|A|G|E| |1|2|
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• This was a challenge. Hope I managed it. Theme word HEXAGON,
having changed the GOSTU in the middle row to HEXGO. 		
Ann Millard
		
• This was hard work and I am still not sure if I have solved it
correctly – or if I have found the correct 7-letter theme word in
the middle of the grid!
Nea Storey
• Clever.
Ray Gooderick
• Seriously?
Robyn Wimbush
• Clever theme misdirection in the down clues with nine
nationalities/countries providing an apparent alternative to the
hidden hexagons. Brilliant and a real challenge. James Leaver
• Wow! What a curly one. HEXAGON took a while to find, and I still
can't find a link between that and RETURN and POINT. Devilish
cunning, I say.
Mike Potts
• I think anyone who attempts this puzzle deserves a dot. It sent
my brain around in …, well, hexagons!
Kath Harper
• What a brilliant puzzle! The fact that original words and changed
words were all legitimate English words really blew my mind. 		
Robyn Caine
		
• As usual you challenged our thinking processes and I thank
you for that.
Jean Evans
• Tough day at the office! Managed to get me through several
lunch and tea breaks during the cricket.
William Ryan
________________________________________________________________

Money For Old Rope
Meaning: A profitable return for little effort.
Origin

Any online search for the expression 'money
for old rope' will bring up many pages which
state authoritatively that it originated in
reference to the payment for old, frayed ropes
which were subsequently used to fill cracks
between planks on ships. These usually date
the practice to 'the days of sail...', which is one of those phrases
that set etymologists' noses twitching (the other being 'I was told
that...').
Is that story true? Well, no, I'm afraid not (and it's a pity that the
rope in question can't talk as it might express that better as "I'm
a frayed knot"). The politest response would be that this story
is folk-etymology, a.k.a. nonsense stories, made up to fool the
gullible – see a few more made-up stories here.
What's at work with the 'money for old rope' story is the old friend
(enemy?) of etymology – plausibility. Gaps between planks on ships
were indeed filled with a material called caulk, which was made
largely from hemp soaked in tar. The ropes on sailing ships were
made from hemp and old ropes (and new ones too) were used to
caulk planking. Given the method and the fact that the phrase
exists in the language, many have put two and two together...
and made five.
What's lacking is anything that actually supports the link between
the caulking of sailing ships and the phrase. The killer blow is
really that the phrase wasn't known in English until the 1930s –
well after the heyday of sailing ships, in the British author James
Curtis's novel Gilt Kid, 1936:
He would spin her a fanny about the marriage laws, tie the
poor kid up. It ought to be money for old rope.
Given that Curtis used the slang expression without any
explanation of it, it's probable that he expected his readers to be
familiar with it and that it may well have been in wide circulation
in England in 1936. It can't date from much earlier than that
though as it appears nowhere else in print.
The copious archives of The Old Bailey proceedings have numerous
mentions of 'old rope' throughout the 18th and 19th centuries,
but nowhere is there any mention of 'money for old rope'.
The definitive dictionary of sailors' language dating from the
aforementioned 'days of sail' – the Sailor's Word Book, by the
admirable Admiral William Henry Smyth, has no mention of the
phrase.
'Money for old rope' is most likely to have originated in a similar
manner to 'money for jam'. This was a British Army expression
from around WWI. The reference is to the ubiquity of jam in the
soldiers' diet and that it had little value. 'Old rope' had the same
status. 'Money for old rope' just means 'easy money' – the nautical
origin is, sad to say as it would have made a nice addition to my list
of nautical phrases, bogus.
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Across
1 Batting collapses at final in Edgbaston kept one engrossed (4,1,5,2)
8 Lead cut short by tea (4)
9 Drives from bat showing positive energy, with boundaries for runs (10)
11 Point saved run easily being quick (6)

"Howzat?"
by

Buzzer

12 Case of century (not out) certain to become object of admiration (8)
14 Utter pace getting a wicket (4)
16 Nearly bowl maiden to end the innings (7)
18 Hide in field remaining beyond ring (7)
19 Grand century on return to tie (4)
22 One out beaten in flight having hollow stance (8)
23 Top ball breaking off stump (6)

Prize
$75

24 Deserve bye, throw being wild over fielder's head (2,6,2)
26 Has a problem scoring right off the bat (1,1,1,1)
27 Opening batting, tense except for power play, perhaps (12)

Send your entry to:
Bhavan Kasivajjula,
4 South Quay Drive,
Biggera Waters Qld
4216.
or by email:
kbhavan@gmail.com.
9 April 2020.
[or submit via www.
crosswordclub.org/
accolade/]

Down
2 This game, bit sticky so to speak (2,2,5,2)
3 Love West Indies, during peak of their time that is (2,3)
4 Shot clips base part of bat's handle (6)
5 Unfurling late sweep, is rolling on (9)
6 Regulation change to a mode of dismissal (not bowled) (3)
7 Bit tough chasing second (5)
10 Most remarkable attributes of spinner are standout (6)
13 Mostly good team, semi-poor in the past (4,4,3)
15 Players on field in a difficult spot after dropping catch? (6-3)
17 Line say close to edge of crease results in extra (3,3)
20 Bye is merely bonus conceded occasionally (3,3)
21 One big hit brings belief ... (5)
23 ... one about fellow not in good form (5)
25 Stumped perhaps by defeat with lead in excess (3)
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Quiz No 3/2020

by St Jude

|M|A|R|C|H| |2|0|2|0|

Quiz 3/2020. Time to go to church! By St Jude. Each answer is a pair of words
with a common pattern, differing in length by one letter. In no particular order,
each clue contains definitions of both words and wordplay giving the letters of the
common block. The common letters of both words are in the same order in both
words and the length of the block is given by the word length indicator. Answers
are in alphabetical order according to the common letter block of the two words.
Send your answers to Drew Meek 6 Levien St Scullin 2614 ACT e-mail drewski1@
hotmail.com .
Closing Date 9 April 2020. Prize $75. Please note that mail entries will be sent to
Switzerland via a forwarding service so please send solutions by email if possible,
or allow at least a week before the closing date to be sure that your entry is received.

1 Scot's snack biscuit is blacker in the middle (3)
13 Piece of hard skirt : so far she emptied liqueur (4)
2 Anglo-French expression of disgust at straw-like Welsh- 14 Virginal experience as unfilled tease (4)
man! (4)
15 Appropriate technology talk is rubbish (2)
3 Spoke of noted deranged dalek (5)
16 Goad relative to sing (4)
4 American autocrat's hat (2)
17 In South-West England I note energy (1)
5 Messieurs, alas about leather strainer (4)
18 Time in Sydney to try out box (3)
6 Push down current number one (3)
19 One tree's life force (1)
7 Altered, barbed and not quite angled (5)
20 Sick up to the time of shivering (3)
8 Hit program on education cracked (5)
21 I'm heard to ring in the season (3)
9 Burn bitumen in middle of park (2)
22 Question impertinently about money at home (2)
10 Thrash a newbie with ratan and a fake cloth (7)
23 Note breast's sex appeal (2)
11 Prostitute's trick map (3)
24 Not in to recommend blackmail (3)
12 Hunter's stunner irritates ears (4)
25 go agitate container (3)

January Quiz 1/2020: Metamorphosis by KA (Karl
Audrins)
Winner: Alison Martin. Congratulations!
Entries: 23. Results: 25: Axelsen U, Cockburn B, Colgan L,
Crowe J, Gooderick R, Harper K, Leaver J, Leigh J, Martin
A, Martin F, Meek D, Miles A, Taylor R and Williams K. 24:
Heath P, Lee C, Perrow H, Procter D, Procter M, Siegman
B and Smith J. 23: Cole G and Williams K.
Answers: 1 DUSK-dunk-dank-dawk-DAWN. 2 PASSpals-pall-fall-FAIL 3 REAL-feal-fell-fall-farl-fare-FAKE 4
LOSE-lone-line-fine-FIND 5 BIND - bend-bead-brad-braebree-FREE 6 TAKE-tike-dike-dive-GIVE 7 EASY-easthast-hart-HARD 8 OUTER-oater-eater-enter-inter-INNER
9 TEACH-leach-leash-lease-leare-LEARN 10 MORE-lorelose-loss-LESS 11 DROP-crop-coop-coot-coft-loft-LIFT
12 HEAVY-heady-heads-hends-sends-sinds-sinks-sighssight-LIGHT 13 DEAD-deal-dial-dirl-dire-dive-LIVE 14
SOFT-loft-lout-LOUD 15 BOLD-mold-meld-meed-MEEK
16 MAJOR-manor-MINOR 17 STOP-stot-soot-moot-moltmole-MOVE 18 POOR-boor-book-bock-rock-rick-RICH 19
HIDES-sides-sires-seres-serks-SEEKS 20 FAST-fest-featflat-flaw-flow-SLOW 21 HARD-sard-sord-sort-SOFT 22
WILD-wile-tile-tale-TAME 23 GOOD-gold-bold-bole-bileVILE 24 COOL-wool-wood-word-ward-WARM 25 CAMEcane-cant-cent-WENT.
Adjudicator’s Comments: Thank you to all those who
entered and for your comments. I had not realised it
would turn out to be quite such a can of worms! It really
was a matter of “O ye’ll tak’ the high road and I’ll tak’ the
low” – and then some in between. No matter, most fulfilled
the requirements, some were given poetic licence, but a
few.........? It seems #12 was the most interesting, with
solutions ranging from 3 steps to 29. In any case, members
seemed to enjoy the exercise, and congratulations to the
winner.

|P|A|G|E| |1|4|

Solvers’ Comments:
• I don’t envy you marking this lot, as there can be so
many different ways from one word to another. (Hear,
hear. Adj) Anyway, it was a very enjoyable challenge, and a
good start to the year. My comment:- GOOD-GOLD-TOLDTOLL-DOLL-DULL-DUEL-DUET-SUET-SUIT-QUIT-QUIZ
(Absolutely brilliant. KA).
Ulla Axelsen
• Great quiz! I bet you have some variations both in the
antonyms and the steps! (Aye, aye. Adj)		
		
Beverley Cockburn
• What a head spinner! Great idea though – and so many
new words.
Julie Crowe
• Thank you. This one kept me occupied (whether gainfully
or not) on a couple of long plane trips.
Kath Harper         
• I reckon this will be a nightmare to check. It wasn’t
till the last minute I remembered the answers had to be
alphabetical. 	
Julie Leigh
• There may be an odd word here and there, but I did
manage to source them from various references.
		
Frank Martin
• Thanks for the interesting and challenging quiz. Some
came out quite easily, others anything but!Andrew Miles
• An intriguing quiz. I have spent hours poring over
Chambers and learnt a lot of new words. This is the first
time I have completed a quiz and submitted it.
		
Christina Lee
• Thank you so much for a challenging quiz. Used some
new words to me.
Helen Perrow
• Golly! I know I haven’t nailed it, but boy, did I enjoy the
journey.
Kate Williams
• Thanks for providing “Metamorphosis”. I really enjoyed
the challenge.
Graeme Cole
• Thanks for a trip down some of the odder by-ways of the
English language. I did find them all in Chambers. Most
enjoyable!
Alison Martin
________________________________________________________
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Solution to January 2020 Slot 7

January 7, 6-2019 Sounds Familiar by Eclogue (Keith
Williams & Eddie Looby)
Entries received 28, Correct 23, Success rate 82%.
Prizewinner: Ian Thompson. Congratulations!
Compiler’s comments
A high success rate on a low entry was probably not the way we
wanted to start 2020. The errors (of which none occurred more
than twice) were varied and most appear to be typos, which of
course were impossible to catch by using a spell-checker in
this puzzle, where most entries were non-words.
It is a long-standing maxim for any would-be setter to abide by
the notion that a crossword puzzle is a battle of wits between the
setter and the solver, which the latter should always be allowed
to win. We were conscious that the thematic adjustments
needed to be well sign-posted and a considerable time was
spent in ensuring that the rubric gave clear instructions. Not
clear enough though, as unfortunately the title and/or the
rubric were misunderstood and instead of replacing “SS” in
solution words by Z in the grid to reflect the title of CrOZworld
(sounds familiar?), a number of solvers replaced with a single
S instead. Given that the members involved had correctly
solved the sometimes difficult clues, Eclogue agreed with the
Executive Committee to adjudicate these solutions as correct,
saving 15 dots in the process. With hindsight (which is of
course always 20:20), a real cross-checking ‘Z’ might have
eliminated this possibility, but that would still have done little
for the low entry count for our puzzle. So, apologies for overegging this particular pudding, especially so early in the new
puzzle year. Lesson learned and hopefully members will find
our next outing more convivial!
Explanations – Across: 6 POS + SUM, 7 CROSS + PIECE,
10 LIP + L in GOSS, 11 (AX + L) in TOSS, 12 TO in BESS,
13 O + AIRS* in SUMS, 15 (SOTS COUPLING MISS)*, 17
GORSES* in MEN, 19 (ul)TRASH(ort), 20 QI + GO + NG, 22
SORTS* + ER +S, 24 (IN UGAND(a) + OO)*, 25 UK in YON.
Down: 1 homoph "foul", 2 PUT + PUTTING, 3 CROSS + POLL
+ I + NATION, 4 (AIT + ESSO)<, 5 homoph "jinks", 8 CROSS +
MATCH, 9 GLOSS(ary) + I + C, 12 (S + S) in BLOOMING, 14 (I
AID SOURCE)*, 16 (ORT)< in MASS, 18 ENG + OS in RS, 21
O + (LAV)<, 23 (SOT in SS)<.
Solvers’ Comments
• Theme was exposed early, actually helping with the
subsequent solving. A pity about the obsolete words and
uncommon abbreviations, but still good fun.
Len Colgan
• Tricky theme. Shakespearean, Scottish, obsolete and obscure
words. Difficult clues. Little relief in this one but still a great
puzzle.
Andrew Patterson
• What a challenge. Not sure what the title had to do with
removing an S though. Lots of old/obsolete references made
the task even more difficult. Very enjoyable.
Ulla Axelsen
• Excellent puzzle. I produced a lot of Zs but was wide awake
throughout.
Ian Thompson
• I thoroughly enjoyed this one, many thanks. Julie Crowe
• Well, that was different! Bit hard to check the spelling as
well. Some tough clues didn't help but we got there in the end.
We got a bit croz on occasions though.
Richard Skinner
• No use putting this one through the spell-checker! What a
feat of compilation to find 17 words where OZ replaces OSS –
on some cases with the Z a checked letter.
Nea Storey
• When I first looked at this puzzle, I decided that it was too
hard and wouldn't bother. Am so glad I changed my mind
and have great satisfaction in the result. Thanks, Eclogue – a
beauty!!
Ann Millard
• Well, that was interesting. No clue as to whether I was
following the rules but it was great fun. Thank you Eclogue.
		
Robyn Wimbush
• Another very challenging ... and enjoyable puzzle. 		
		
Sonia Roulston
_____________________________________________________________
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Scoring System
Poor
0
0
0
0
0

Definition
Secondaries
Fairness
Surface
x-factor
Total score

Proper
1
1
1
1
1

Perfect
2
2
2
2
2

Star Rating

0

0
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*

3-4

**

1-7

***

1-9

****
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Clue Writing Competition No 2/2020
For the next competition, please write a clue for
the word GLOBETROTTER (12) complete with
explanation. Note: only one clue per person.
Send your clue and explanation to the adjudicator
Michael Kennedy, 27 Hennessy Lane, Figtree NSW
2525 or by email to: manveru@bigpond.com.
Closing mail date: Thursday 9 April 2020.
|P|A|G|E| |1|5|

Cr

world

Results of the Clue Writing Competition: No 1/2020.
Write a clue for GERMANE (7)
Adjudicated by Michael Kennedy.

Definition from Chambers (12th edition):
adj Closely related (to); relevant, appropriate (to) ORIGIN: OFr
germain, from L germanus having the same parents or kin.
Welcome to the first clue writing competition of the year.
Germane is an adjective with limited definitions and does
provide a compiling challenge, but the variety of parsing options
makes this word an interesting one. In fact, it was the month
of ‘famous’ people with Merkel, Gere, and Greer all getting a
guernsey. As for the winning clue, there were several clues that
rose to the top, but Brian Symons’ homophone clue claimed
the prize this time.
Feminism is this for Greer reportedly (7)
The entries are listed in alphabetical order and the definitions,
where appropriate, are italicised.
Appropriate you not mention the war to these Fawlty
Towers guests; ‘Enots!!’ ***
I’m sure most of you would recognise this reference to the
famous Fawlty Towers episode. The guests of course, are
Germans. To arrive at the solution one then simply replaces
the S with the E (i.e. E not S). However, I’m not sure what the
word ‘Enots’ means by itself, but I hope to gain some elucidation
in the near future. The definition is appropriate.
Apt name, Reg Cook…***
This quirky clue is a neat anagram of NAME and REG, as
indicated by cook. Despite only a four word clue, the anagram
indicator is disguised somewhat within the name, Reg Cook.
It’s a shame Reg Cook isn’t a reference to someone famous,
and of course it would be nice to know why his name is apt.
Bug on a new direction is relevant ***
This charade clue is simply GERM,A,N,E. I do like the parsing
breakdown, but I reckon there is a goldmine of options here
to make the clue more surface friendly. One tip is to tie it in
with something topical. Given the recent coronavirus outbreak,
perhaps connecting the bug (GERM) with a (A) new (N) drug
(E) could have been an attractive option.
Closely related to Merkel, for instance, – Earl ***
This is a charade that joins german (Merkel) with the letter E.
Merkel, of course, is the Chancellor of Germany, hence german.
It’s an interesting clue, because the word german is literally
closely related to germane (i.e. they both derive from the same
root word). The ‘earl’ tacked on at the end is a little clunky and
perhaps integrating the E with European or English would have
been a more attractive and relevant option.
Closely related to the Queen, Meghan adjusted when Harry
initially left ***
This clue is a subtraction anagram, where H is removed from
the ER+MEGHAN fodder. Queen (ER) is here indirect as part
of the anagram but the common abbreviations are generally
acceptable. I would have been tempted to insert ER with
something related to the Queen intervening. It’s obviously a
topical clue although those in the know may well argue that
Meghan didn’t adjust.
Eager man perhaps, without answer is relevant ***
This is an anagram of eager man as indicated by perhaps (a
most handy indicator). The solver is then indicated to subtract
the letter A to leave the answer. The parsing is solid and
accurate, but the storyline could do with more coherence to
tie in eager man and relevant.
FBI agent covers up concerning Eastern material ***½
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Here we have some inventive parsing with G-man (FBI agent)
covering ER (turning up RE) with the letter E. This would
obviously be a down clue. I like the way the compiler has
disguised not just the definition, but the word concerning (as
in causing alarm).
Feminism is this for Greer reportedly ***½
This short clue is very clever. It’s a reference to Germaine Greer,
who is famous for her stance on feminism. The compiler was
quick to realise that her first name is a homonym of ‘germane’,
and then worded the clue to fit in with the definition.
Fitting manager upset when engineer replaced anchor **½
This begins with an anagram of manager as indicated by upset.
No problem there at all. The next part of the clue engineer
replaced anchor is meant to indicate E replacing the letter A.
However, there is nothing in the clue to indicate the initial
letters of these words (initially placed at the end of the clue
would have worked) They are also not in the acceptable list
of abbreviations. For example, Earl (E) replaced amateur (A),
would have been acceptable.
It is appropriate for him to interrupt the American actor ***
The parsing here places MAN (him) inside GERE (American
actor). It’s accurately indicated, but one does need to consider
the vagueness of American actor. Without researching there
would be hundreds of names that would fit the bill, with
varying degrees of fame. While Richard Gere is relatively well
known, if possible, I think some extra information in the clue
would be useful. What saves this clue is that ‘man’ for ‘him’ is
an easy get, enabling the solver to potentially work backwards
from germane. It’s also worth mentioning that some published
crosswords (such as The Times) only use deceased people in
their clues.
Leaders of Greens encourage resource management and
nurturing earth – and that’s appropriate ***
This clue takes the initial letters of the words indicated to
spell out germane. There are two tricks with clues like these.
The first is to try and disguise the indication but these clues
are notoriously difficult to do so. In fact, I often look for such
a clue in a crossword if I’m having difficulty getting started.
The second is to come up with an interesting and flowing clue.
Given the compiler is at liberty to choose from oodles of words,
this often comes down to their imagination. Here, the compiler
has built the clue around what the Green Party represent. My
only quibble would be to move appropriate to the beginning of
the clue (i.e. It’s appropriate when…).
Men rage about anything relevant **½
Here we have an anagram of men rage as indicated by about.
It’s an excellent choice of indicator as it fits seamlessly into
the surface reading. The word anything is superfluous even if
it does add to the surface reading.
Relevant gene involving arm deformity ***
A simple but effective clue that incorporates an anagram of ARM
into GENE. The medical theme is maintained throughout and
there are no superfluous words. Perhaps an ‘is’ inserted before
‘involving’ would have added to the surface sense.
Suited Gene to nurse broken arm ***
This is a simple clue that positions an anagram of ARM inside
GENE. The definition works and there are no superfluous
words. I’m not sure if Gene is suited (i.e. in a suit) or it just
suits Gene?
Younger man elucidated revealing something pertinent ***
I was surprised more compilers didn’t opt for this parsing
approach as it offers plenty of options. It’s a hidden and this one
is accurately parsed, with the hidden indicator being revealing.

[Continued on p15]
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